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.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS

 The concept of a concentration factor was introduced by Fröhlich, with the genuine intention of providing an approach that can account for
 xactethe departure of observed results from predictions made using the results based on the classical theory of elasticity. In particular, the 
 which analytical solution for Boussinesq’s problem for an isotropic elastic halfspace region is used to calibrate the ‘concentration factor’, n,
 essncan alter the shape of either the spreading or the concentration of the load at depth. At the outset, it is clear, from Kirchhoff’s unique
 theorem in classical elasticity [6, 9, 43–45], that if Fröhlich’s result converges to Boussinesq’s r e s u l t f o r  n ≡ 3, the solution will not
  thessatisfy all the governing equations of elasticity when n ≠ 3. The results presented in the paper indicate that Fröhlich’s solution satisfie
 es thetequations of equilibrium, the boundary conditions and the stress–strain relations applicable to incompressible elastic materials but viola
 the  equations of compatibility applicable to continua. This manifests in the form of a nonuniqueness in the displacement field obtained through
 en thehintegration of the strain–displacement relations. Alternatively, if the kinematical relationships are not satisfied by Fröhlich’s result, t
 ssociated withahalfspace region must exhibit traits of a discontinuum similar to that of a particulate medium. It would also imply that the stress state 
 ticle shaperFröhlich’s solution is one that could be described by appeal to particulate mechanics similar to discrete element techniques, where the pa
 and reorientation can influence the stress transfer process. Figure 4 shows a typical configuration of a particulate medium where during
 deformation, an originally simply-connected configuration transforms to a multiply connected domain. Admittedly, substantial displacements

.of particles are needed to violate the simply-connectedness of an initial configuration
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